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all of the new brass, woodwind and percussion
instruments in vienna ensemble pro are
available for free to download. a host of bonus
samples are also included on the disc, including
the following drum kits: vienna ensemble pro
features a new, complete and comprehensive
percussion section with over 3,500 samples and
effects, including every percussion category
(except drum kits) plus the following samples:
the vienna instruments has a complete range of
instruments for each of the eight types of
woodwind instruments: clarinet e-flat clarinet
flute piccolo alto flute bass flute oboe english
horn clarinet in a (f) although the original vienna
instruments library is available in this format,
many users of older programs have found the
files difficult to work with. the vienna
instruments presets are encoded in a gsm
(group stored macro) file format, which is a
proprietary format only available to soundcraft.
the gsm file is a special sound format designed
for use in automated workflows. files of this
format can be imported into sound craft's daw
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(digital audio workstation) or used to control
various professional sound devices. only
soundcraft's dsp-7 soundcraft workstation has
the necessary hardware and software to process
the vienna instruments files correctly. it is also
the only dsp-7 that supports the new music
store format (the version of the vienna
instruments that was released in the late
1990's). the vienna instruments plug-ins and
samples have been designed in such a way that
they can be used directly from the dsp-7. this is
no problem, because they can be used in any
type of sound project. the plug-ins can be used
with all daws, multitrack sequencers, drum
machines and samplers. the samples contain all
the sounds in the vienna instruments library.
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the vienna synchron strings pro is a collection of
10 string instruments, available either as a

stand-alone product or as a bundle consisting of
the standard version and the vienna key. the
standard version of the instrument weights
122.7 gb and can be played only in vienna

synchron player. prices start at 249.95€. the
vendor has spent considerable time and effort to
include extra information about each instrument

in the synchron strings pro's instrument
information page , plus publishing side-by-side

instrument illustrations. there's even a
downloadable pdf magazine for each instrument
that sells for the princely sum of 69.95€. it's a
very nicely presented and informative booklet
that is highly recommended to anyone curious
to read about the construction and features of
the instruments as well as some great playing
tips. maybe even buy a few (or all!) if you can't

resist the temptation! the vienna synchron
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strings pro includes a midi level control for each
instrument, enabling you to alter the tonal

characteristics of your audio tracks for a more
realistic performance. as well as the well-known
tap tempo function, you get a brand new level

control which enables you to alter a note's
duration independently of its pitch, allowing you

to play notes at a slower speed while
maintaining the same pitch. the level control

can be accessed either directly from the
instrument list or from the viewing pop-up menu
on the sample details sheet, and can be set to a
value between 0 and 999. you can also add the

vienna key to your instrument and save the
instrument to your account, and track its usage

remotely. you can download even the level
controls' midi control values using the

instrument panel's piano roll controls, saving a
lot of hassle to the occasional busker who

carries an ipad with them! 5ec8ef588b
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